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Many students don’t realize that real people read their short/constructed 

responses and long/extended responses on standardized assessments. They 

assume that since it’s a “test,” all parts are scored by a machine. This is what 

prompted Kristina Smekens to invent the Test Lady™—the old ladies who 

score the state writing assessments. When students know there is a human  

on the other end of their answers, they are typically more motivated to write.

Prudence Prompt: Dressed prim and proper 
(e.g., lace hanky, white gloves, cameo brooch, 
etc.), Prudence is all about being correct. She 
looks for students who stick to the topic. She is 
very strict about what she wants them to write 
about, and following that assigned topic is very 
important to her. 

Penelope Pre-Writing: The foundation to 
all good writing is thinking before you write. 
Penelope expects students to do a simple pre-
write, but so many kids skip this part. It all drives 
Penelope crazy to the point of pulling her hair 
out. (This Test Lady had teased her long hair 
to stand up as if she’d been pulling it out.) She 
knows that to achieve a well-organized first draft, 
students need to think before they write.

Tallulah Title: Tallulah is tiny, but powerful! She’s 
like her favorite part of writing— the title. It’s 
just a small little phrase at the beginning of the 
writing, but it can pack quite a punch! 

Laverne Length: Dressed from head to toe in 
bling. She’s covered in gold, glitter, jewelry, and 
every accessory she could find. Laverne is all 
about the fine details in writing. She is looking 
for long, developed writing. She doesn’t just 
want some details, she wants lots of details. (She 
doesn’t want one accessory, she wants 10!) 

Prunella Purple Words: Prunella can’t wear 
enough purple. She has her favorite purple 
frock, with purple sparkles, a purple hat, purple 
shoes, and her purple purse. She is so excited 
to mark fabulous word choice with her purple 
highlighter; it’s become her new favorite color. 
And Prunella would like all the writers to know, 
she loves purple words/big words (even if they 
may be spelled wrong) better than plain, boring 
words spelled right. 

Edith Ending: This Test LadyTM Sister loves 
endings. Edith’s favorite part of good writing 
seems to have affected her body shape. Get a 
look at her “rear” ending. (She stuffed her panty 
hose to make her butt bigger.) She doesn’t want 
a minimal ending that simply announces THE 
END, or Thank You, or Goodbye. She wants an 
intentional ending that is memorable. 

Cherry Check-it-Over: Many students finish 
their writing and then are quick to turn it in. They 
need to reread it carefully. Cherry wants students 
to take that final step of self-editing seriously. 
It’s all about the finishing touches, punctuation, 
capitalization, correct grammar. Using her 
magnifying glass, Cherry is always looking for 
evidence that the students reread their writing 
before they turned it in.

WHO IS THE TEST LADYTM?

PRUDENCE 
PROMPT

TALLULAH 
TITLE

LAVERNE 
LENGTH

PRUNELLA 
PURPLE WORDS

EDITH 
ENDING

CHERRY  
CHECK-IT-OVER

PENELOPE 
PRE-WRITING

Find a full script and better costume ideas (with pictures) on our website!
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4 TIPS FROM THE
TEST LADY

Academic vocabulary plays a significant role in  
standardized assessments. If students don’t  
accurately comprehend the words in the question/
prompt, then they cannot respond appropriately.  

Previous tests  
required students to 

simply provide an 
answer to each  

question. Today’s  
assessments expect 

students to reveal 
what the answer is 

and how they know it 
with textual support.

O V E R V I E W: 

Some students 
often select a 
multiple-choice 
answer without 
having read all the 
options first. Other 
students struggle 
to discern between 
two answers. 

One of the most common— and most commonly missed— 
questions on reading assessments involves main idea.  
Students struggle to infer what a passage is mostly about.
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By The Washington Post   •  Adapted by Newsela staff 12/15/2017 •  Grade Level 4  •  Word Count 642  •  Video still from Amber Ferguson/The Washington Post.

Ryan, the 6-year-old host of the YouTube channel Ryan ToysReview, has been 
named one of the world's highest paid YouTube stars of 2017 by Forbes. 

YouTube Star
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In the past, the best-known child stars 
have been actors. They became famous 
because they starred in movies or on TV. 

Today, however, some of the most fa-
mous child stars are not actors at all. In-
stead, they are stars on YouTube. 

One of the biggest young YouTube stars 
is a 6-year-old named Ryan. Ryan stars in 
videos where he plays with toys. These 
videos are loved by millions of children 
around the world.

Started Making Toy Review Videos At 
Age 3

When Ryan was 3 years old, his parents 
started taking videos of him opening toys. 
Ryan plays with the toys in these videos. 
He also "reviews" them, saying if the toys 
are fun or boring. His parents then post the 
videos on their YouTube channel. It is called 
"Ryan ToysReview."

Ryan's last name is a secret. So is where 
he lives. There's a good reason for that: 
Thanks to his videos, Ryan has become a 
multi-millionaire. 

One Of Highest-Paid People On YouTube
Forbes magazine just put out a list of 

the highest-paid people on YouTube. Ryan 
was listed at number eight. He earned $11 
million between June 1, 2016, and June 1, 
2017. 

Ryan watched a lot of toy review videos 
when he was younger. He especially liked 
videos about Thomas the Tank Engine toys. 
One day, he asked his mother, "How come 

I'm not on YouTube when all the other kids 
are?" His parents decided they would let 
Ryan make his own videos, too. They took 
him to the store to get his very first toy. 
That's when they started to video him.

Ryan started by playing with one toy at 
a time. Then he started playing with two 
at a time. Soon, videos showed him play-
ing with more than 10 toys at a time. After 
about four months, his YouTube channel 
saw an explosion in the number of view-
ers. This happened after a video of Ryan 
reviewing 100 toy cars at once!

10 Million Subscribers
"Ryan ToysReview" was a hit. In January 

of 2016, 1 million people had signed up for 
his channel. A year later, more than 5 mil-
lion had signed up. Now, there are more 
than 10 million.

In June, "Ryan ToysReview" was the most 
viewed YouTube channel in the United 
States for the 40th week in a row. In Sep-
tember, Ryan even welcomed a special 
guest. The NBA player Kevin Durant was 
in one of Ryan's videos. He did a science 
experiment.

When Ryan really likes a toy, millions 
of people know it. After that, the sales of 
that product will be very good. Every time 
someone clicks on one of Ryan's videos, his 
family makes money. That is because there 
are many ads on Ryan's YouTube channel. 

What happens to all of the toys Ryan 
plays with? His parents say they are given 
to charity. 

YouTube Star
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Name a child star of the present.
A 6-year-old named Ryan is a child star. 

Summarize what is known about this child star of the present. 
A 6-year-old named Ryan is a child star. He opens toys and plays with them while 

his parents video him. They post his reviews on YouTube. Millions of children from 

around the world love him.

Describe the characteristics of child stars of the present.
Many child stars are not real actors. They are just regular people who make videos 

and post them on YouTube.

Compare child stars from the past to the present. 
Child stars from the past were from movies or TV shows. However, today, many  

child stars are not real actors. They are just regular people who make videos and 

post them on YouTube.

PAY ATTENTION TO 
“TEACHER” WORDSTIP#1
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In the past, the best-
known child stars have 
been actors. They became 
famous because they 
starred in movies or on TV. 

Today, however, some 
of the most famous child 
stars are not actors at all. 
Instead, they are stars on 
YouTube. 

One of the biggest 
young YouTube stars 
is a 6-year-old named 
Ryan. Ryan stars in videos 
where he plays with toys. 
These videos are loved by 
millions of children around the world.

Started Making Toy Review Videos At 
Age 3

When Ryan was 3 years old, his parents 
started taking videos of him opening toys. 
Ryan plays with the toys in these videos. 
He also "reviews" them, saying if the toys 
are fun or boring. His parents then post the 
videos on their YouTube channel. It is called 
"Ryan ToysReview."

Ryan's last name is a secret. So is where 
he lives. There's a good reason for that: 
Thanks to his videos, Ryan has become a 
multi-millionaire. 

One Of Highest-Paid People On YouTube
Forbes magazine just put out a list of 

the highest-paid people on YouTube. Ryan 
was listed at number eight. He earned $11 
million between June 1, 2016, and June 1, 
2017. 

Ryan watched a lot of toy review videos 
when he was younger. He especially liked 
videos about Thomas the Tank Engine toys. 
One day, he asked his mother, "How come 

I'm not on YouTube when 
all the other kids are?" 
His parents decided they 
would let Ryan make his 
own videos, too. They took 
him to the store to get his 
very first toy. That's when 
they started to video him.

Ryan started by play-
ing with one toy at a time. 
Then he started playing 
with two at a time. Soon, 
videos showed him play-
ing with more than 10 
toys at a time. After about 
four months, his YouTube 

channel saw an explosion in the number 
of viewers. This happened after a video of 
Ryan reviewing 100 toy cars at once!

10 Million Subscribers
"Ryan ToysReview" was a hit. In January 

of 2016, 1 million people had signed up for 
his channel. A year later, more than 5 mil-
lion had signed up. Now, there are more 
than 10 million.

In June, "Ryan ToysReview" was the most 
viewed YouTube channel in the United 
States for the 40th week in a row. In Sep-
tember, Ryan even welcomed a special 
guest. The NBA player Kevin Durant was 
in one of Ryan's videos. He did a science 
experiment.

When Ryan really likes a toy, millions 
of people know it. After that, the sales of 
that product will be very good. Every time 
someone clicks on one of Ryan's videos, his 
family makes money. That is because there 
are many ads on Ryan's YouTube channel. 

What happens to all of the toys Ryan 
plays with? His parents say they are given 
to charity. 

YouTube Star
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Which detail BEST shows 
that “Ryan ToysReview”  
is popular?

A “Ryan ToysReview” got really popular after he  
reviewed 100 toy cars at once.

B Sometimes when people click on one of “Ryan  
ToysReview” videos, his family makes money. 

C “Ryan ToysReview” went from 1 million people 
signed up for his channel to 10 million.

D  “Ryan ToysReview” has special guests, like NBA 
player Kevin Durant.

SECRET #1 

SECRET #2

CHOOSE THE
BULLSEYE ANSWERTIP#2

Read the “little” words: most, all, and, 
or, more, always, every, some, etc.

Choose the answer most 
kids would pick.
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GIVE ANSWERS
WITH EVIDENCETIP#3

Use specific evidence to support your answer.

Use what you learned from the text to support your writing. 

Support your response with evidence from each source. 

Use specific details and examples from the article to support your ideas. 

What is the answer? How do you know?+
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After having read the article, describe how the 
YouTube Channel “Ryan ToysReview” began. 
Use specific details from the article to support 
your response.

Ryan opens toys and talks about them on video.

“Ryan ToysReview” began after Ryan saw other kids on 
YouTube talking about toys.

“Ryan ToysReview” began after Ryan 
saw other kids on YouTube talking 
about toys. According to the article, 
he asked his mom, “How come I’m not 
on YouTube.” The article stated that 
then his parents decided they would 
let Ryan make his own videos, too.

What is the answer? How do you know?+
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In the past, the best-
known child stars have 
been actors. They became 
famous because they 
starred in movies or on TV. 

Today, however, some 
of the most famous child 
stars are not actors at all. 
Instead, they are stars on 
YouTube. 

One of the biggest 
young YouTube stars 
is a 6-year-old named 
Ryan. Ryan stars in videos 
where he plays with toys. 
These videos are loved by 
millions of children around the world.

Started Making Toy Review Videos At 
Age 3

When Ryan was 3 years old, his parents 
started taking videos of him opening toys. 
Ryan plays with the toys in these videos. 
He also "reviews" them, saying if the toys 
are fun or boring. His parents then post the 
videos on their YouTube channel. It is called 
"Ryan ToysReview."

Ryan's last name is a secret. So is where 
he lives. There's a good reason for that: 
Thanks to his videos, Ryan has become a 
multi-millionaire. 

One Of Highest-Paid People On YouTube
Forbes magazine just put out a list of 

the highest-paid people on YouTube. Ryan 
was listed at number eight. He earned $11 
million between June 1, 2016, and June 1, 
2017. 

Ryan watched a lot of toy review videos 
when he was younger. He especially liked 
videos about Thomas the Tank Engine toys. 
One day, he asked his mother, "How come 

I'm not on YouTube when 
all the other kids are?" 
His parents decided they 
would let Ryan make his 
own videos, too. They took 
him to the store to get his 
very first toy. That's when 
they started to video him.

Ryan started by play-
ing with one toy at a time. 
Then he started playing 
with two at a time. Soon, 
videos showed him play-
ing with more than 10 
toys at a time. After about 
four months, his YouTube 

channel saw an explosion in the number 
of viewers. This happened after a video of 
Ryan reviewing 100 toy cars at once!

YouTube Star
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“ADD UP” TO
THE MAIN IDEATIP#4

Which sentence BEST describes 
the main idea of this article. 

A  Multi-millionaire is only 6 years old.

B  6-year-old reviews toys.

C  Parents video their 6-year-old kid for YouTube.

D  6-year-old is multi-millionaire with his own YouTube channel.
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Multi-millionaire is 
only 6 years old 6-year-old reviews toys

Parents video their
6-year-old kid for YouTube

6-year-old is multi-millionaire 
with his own YouTube channel

In the past, the best-known child stars 
have been actors. They became famous 
because they starred in movies or on TV. 

Today, however, some of the most 
famous child stars are not actors at all. 
Instead, they are stars on YouTube. 

One of the biggest young YouTube 
stars is a 6-year-old named Ryan. Ryan 
stars in videos where he plays with toys. 
These videos are loved by millions of chil-
dren around the world.

Started Making Toy Review Videos At 
Age 3

When Ryan was 3 years old, his par-
ents started taking videos of him opening 
toys. Ryan plays with the toys in these 
videos. He also "reviews" them, saying if 
the toys are fun or boring. His parents then 
post the videos on their YouTube channel. 
It is called "Ryan ToysReview."

Ryan's last name is a secret. So is where 
he lives. There's a good reason for that: 
Thanks to his videos, Ryan has become a 
multi-millionaire. 

One Of Highest-Paid People On YouTube
Forbes magazine just put out a list 

of the highest-paid people on YouTube. 
Ryan was listed at number eight. He 
earned $11 million between June 1, 
2016, and June 1, 2017. 

Ryan watched a lot of toy review videos 
when he was younger. He especially liked 
videos about Thomas the Tank Engine 
toys. One day, he asked his mother, "How 
come I'm not on YouTube when all the 

other kids are?" His parents decided they 
would let Ryan make his own videos, 
too. They took him to the store to get his 
very first toy. That's when they started to 
video him.

Ryan started by playing with one toy at 
a time. Then he started playing with two 
at a time. Soon, videos showed him play-
ing with more than 10 toys at a time. After 
about four months, his YouTube channel 
saw an explosion in the number of view-
ers. This happened after a video of Ryan 
reviewing 100 toy cars at once!

10 Million Subscribers
"Ryan ToysReview" was a hit. In January 

of 2016, 1 million people had signed up for 
his channel. A year later, more than 5 mil-
lion had signed up. Now, there are more 
than 10 million.

In June, "Ryan ToysReview" was the 
most viewed YouTube channel in the 
United States for the 40th week in a row. In 
September, Ryan even welcomed a special 
guest. The NBA plwayer Kevin Durant was 
in one of Ryan's videos. He did a science 
experiment.

When Ryan really likes a toy, millions 
of people know it. After that, the sales of 
that product will be very good. Every time 
someone clicks on one of Ryan's videos, 
his family makes money. That is because 
there are many ads on Ryan's YouTube 
channel. 

What happens to all of the toys Ryan 
plays with? His parents say they are given 
to charity. 

In the past, the best-known child stars 
have been actors. They became famous 
because they starred in movies or on TV. 

Today, however, some of the most 
famous child stars are not actors at all. 
Instead, they are stars on YouTube. 

One of the biggest young YouTube 
stars is a 6-year-old named Ryan. Ryan 
stars in videos where he plays with toys. 
These videos are loved by millions of chil-
dren around the world.

Started Making Toy Review Videos At 
Age 3

When Ryan was 3 years old, his par-
ents started taking videos of him opening 
toys. Ryan plays with the toys in these 
videos. He also "reviews" them, saying 
if the toys are fun or boring. His parents 
then post the videos on their YouTube 
channel. It is called "Ryan ToysReview."

Ryan's last name is a secret. So is where 
he lives. There's a good reason for that: 
Thanks to his videos, Ryan has become a 
multi-millionaire. 

One Of Highest-Paid People On YouTube
Forbes magazine just put out a list of 

the highest-paid people on YouTube. Ryan 
was listed at number eight. He earned $11 
million between June 1, 2016, and June 
1, 2017. 

Ryan watched a lot of toy review videos 
when he was younger. He especially liked 
videos about Thomas the Tank Engine 
toys. One day, he asked his mother, "How 
come I'm not on YouTube when all the 

other kids are?" His parents decided they 
would let Ryan make his own videos, 
too. They took him to the store to get his 
very first toy. That's when they started to 
video him.

Ryan started by playing with one toy at 
a time. Then he started playing with two at 
a time. Soon, videos showed him playing 
with more than 10 toys at a time. After 
about four months, his YouTube channel 
saw an explosion in the number of view-
ers. This happened after a video of Ryan 
reviewing 100 toy cars at once!

10 Million Subscribers
"Ryan ToysReview" was a hit. In Janu-

ary of 2016, 1 million people had signed 
up for his channel. A year later, more than 
5 million had signed up. Now, there are 
more than 10 million.

In June, "Ryan ToysReview" was the 
most viewed YouTube channel in the 
United States for the 40th week in a row. In 
September, Ryan even welcomed a special 
guest. The NBA plwayer Kevin Durant was 
in one of Ryan's videos. He did a science 
experiment.

When Ryan really likes a toy, millions 
of people know it. After that, the sales of 
that product will be very good. Every time 
someone clicks on one of Ryan's videos, 
his family makes money. That is because 
there are many ads on Ryan's YouTube 
channel. 

What happens to all of the toys Ryan 
plays with? His parents say they are given 
to charity. 

In the past, the best-known child stars 
have been actors. They became famous 
because they starred in movies or on TV. 

Today, however, some of the most 
famous child stars are not actors at all. 
Instead, they are stars on YouTube. 

One of the biggest young YouTube 
stars is a 6-year-old named Ryan. Ryan 
stars in videos where he plays with toys. 
These videos are loved by millions of chil-
dren around the world.

Started Making Toy Review Videos At 
Age 3

When Ryan was 3 years old, his par-
ents started taking videos of him open-
ing toys. Ryan plays with the toys in these 
videos. He also "reviews" them, saying if 
the toys are fun or boring. His parents 
then post the videos on their YouTube 
channel. It is called "Ryan ToysReview."

Ryan's last name is a secret. So is where 
he lives. There's a good reason for that: 
Thanks to his videos, Ryan has become a 
multi-millionaire. 

One Of Highest-Paid People On YouTube
Forbes magazine just put out a list of 

the highest-paid people on YouTube. Ryan 
was listed at number eight. He earned $11 
million between June 1, 2016, and June 
1, 2017. 

Ryan watched a lot of toy review videos 
when he was younger. He especially liked 
videos about Thomas the Tank Engine 
toys. One day, he asked his mother, "How 
come I'm not on YouTube when all the 

other kids are?" His parents decided they 
would let Ryan make his own videos, 
too. They took him to the store to get his 
very first toy. That's when they started to 
video him.

Ryan started by playing with one toy at 
a time. Then he started playing with two 
at a time. Soon, videos showed him play-
ing with more than 10 toys at a time. After 
about four months, his YouTube channel 
saw an explosion in the number of view-
ers. This happened after a video of Ryan 
reviewing 100 toy cars at once!

10 Million Subscribers
"Ryan ToysReview" was a hit. In Janu-

ary of 2016, 1 million people had signed 
up for his channel. A year later, more than 
5 million had signed up. Now, there are 
more than 10 million.

In June, "Ryan ToysReview" was the 
most viewed YouTube channel in the 
United States for the 40th week in a row. In 
September, Ryan even welcomed a special 
guest. The NBA plwayer Kevin Durant was 
in one of Ryan's videos. He did a science 
experiment.

When Ryan really likes a toy, millions 
of people know it. After that, the sales of 
that product will be very good. Every time 
someone clicks on one of Ryan's videos, 
his family makes money. That is because 
there are many ads on Ryan's YouTube 
channel. 

What happens to all of the toys Ryan 
plays with? His parents say they are given 
to charity. 

In the past, the best-known child stars 
have been actors. They became famous 
because they starred in movies or on TV. 

Today, however, some of the most 
famous child stars are not actors at all. In-
stead, they are stars on YouTube. 

One of the biggest young YouTube 
stars is a 6-year-old named Ryan. Ryan 
stars in videos where he plays with toys. 
These videos are loved by millions of chil-
dren around the world.

Started Making Toy Review Videos At 
Age 3

When Ryan was 3 years old, his parents 
started taking videos of him opening toys. 
Ryan plays with the toys in these videos. 
He also "reviews" them, saying if the toys 
are fun or boring. His parents then post 
the videos on their YouTube channel. It 
is called "Ryan ToysReview."

Ryan's last name is a secret. So is 
where he lives. There's a good reason 
for that: Thanks to his videos, Ryan has 
become a multi-millionaire. 

One Of Highest-Paid People On YouTube
Forbes magazine just put out a list 

of the highest-paid people on YouTube. 
Ryan was listed at number eight. He 
earned $11 million between June 1, 
2016, and June 1, 2017. 

Ryan watched a lot of toy review videos 
when he was younger. He especially liked 
videos about Thomas the Tank Engine 
toys. One day, he asked his mother, "How 
come I'm not on YouTube when all the 

other kids are?" His parents decided 
they would let Ryan make his own vid-
eos, too. They took him to the store to get 
his very first toy. That's when they started 
to video him.

Ryan started by playing with one toy at 
a time. Then he started playing with two 
at a time. Soon, videos showed him play-
ing with more than 10 toys at a time. After 
about four months, his YouTube channel 
saw an explosion in the number of view-
ers. This happened after a video of Ryan 
reviewing 100 toy cars at once!

10 Million Subscribers
"Ryan ToysReview" was a hit. In Janu-

ary of 2016, 1 million people had signed 
up for his channel. A year later, more than 
5 million had signed up. Now, there are 
more than 10 million.

In June, "Ryan ToysReview" was the 
most viewed YouTube channel in the 
United States for the 40th week in a 
row. In September, Ryan even welcomed 
a special guest. The NBA plwayer Kevin 
Durant was in one of Ryan's videos. He did 
a science experiment.

When Ryan really likes a toy, millions 
of people know it. After that, the sales of 
that product will be very good. Every time 
someone clicks on one of Ryan's videos, 
his family makes money. That is because 
there are many ads on Ryan's YouTube 
channel. 

What happens to all of the toys Ryan 
plays with? His parents say they are given 
to charity. 




